HOW TO ORDER SALT CHLORINATION

Pick N' Mix™
It’s as easy as 1–2–3: Pick your chlorine generator, then your Turbo Cell® and options.
Turbo Cells are sold separately.

SALT CHLORINATION SYSTEMS

Aqua Rite® Pro and Aqua Rite
AQR-PRO
AQR

Aqua Rite Pro software revision 1.10
Aqua Rite software revision 1.50

Aqua Trol®
AQ-TROL-RJ
AQ-TROL-RJ-TL
AQ-TROL-HP
AQ-TROL-HP-TL

Aqua Trol®, return jet, straight blade
Aqua Trol, return jet, twist lock
Aqua Trol, hose/pipe, straight blade
Aqua Trol, hose/pipe, twist lock

It’s amazing what a little
salt can do to enhance

2. PICK YOUR TURBO CELL

your pool experience.

Turbo Cells
T-CELL-15
T-CELL-9*
T-CELL-3*

40K gallons, 15-ft. cord, 3-year warranty
25K gallons, 15-ft. cord, 3-year warranty
15K gallons, 15-ft. cord, 3-year warranty

*New Turbo Cell minimum software requirements: Aqua Rite Pro 1.10, Aqua Rite 1.50

3. PICK YOUR OPTIONS
Options
E-KIT
AQL-CHEM*
AQL-CHEM2*
AQL-CHEM2-240*
AQL-CHEM3-120*
AQL-CHEM3-240*

Electrical Installation Kit
Chemistry Automation ORP and pH Sense, ORP Dispense
Chemistry Automation pH Dispense Solenoid Valve for CO2, 120V
Chemistry Automation pH Dispense Solenoid Valve for CO2, 240V
Chemistry Automation pH Dispense for Acid Feed, 120V
Chemistry Automation pH Dispense for Acid Feed, 240V

*Sense and Dispense® chemistry automation options available only on Aqua Rite Pro.

To take a closer look at Hayward Salt Chlorination products, go to

www.haywardnet.com

620 Division Street I Elizabeth, NJ 07201
Hayward, Goldline, Total Pool Chemistry, Sense and
Dispense, Turbo Cell, Aqua Rite and Aqua Trol are
registered trademarks and Pick N' Mix is a trademark of
Hayward Industries, Inc. © 2010 Hayward Industries, Inc.
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1. PICK YOUR CHLORINATOR

Salt Chlorination –
No more mixing, measuring or mess.
Forget about mixing, measuring or messing around with liquid or tablet
chlorine. Say goodbye to red eyes, itchy skin, heavy chemical odors and
unwanted bleaching of toys and clothes. Now there’s an easier, more efﬁcient

RIGHT-SIZED SALT CHLORINATION
Turbo Cell®
Turbo Cells come in three sizes for in-ground pools – 40,000,
25,000 and 15,000 gallons. The three sizes enable you to rightsize your salt system for the most efﬁcient and cost-effective
chlorination possible. The Turbo Cells automatically generate
a self-renewing supply of fresh, pure chlorine for water that’s
clean, clear and luxuriously soft.
Turbo Cells sold separately.

and cost-effective way to satisfy 100% of your pool and spa sanitization needs
and enjoy water that’s always clean, clear and luxuriously soft.

SALT CHLORINATION FOR IN-GROUND POOLS
Aqua Rite® Pro
Salt chlorination with Sense and Dispense professional-grade

1 GALLON

Aqua Rite Pro takes pool and spa sanitization and chemistry
management to new levels, building upon the industryleading salt chlorinator – Aqua Rite. This integrated solution
automatically senses sanitization and pH levels and dispenses
a self-renewing supply of pure chlorine generated from salt,
while controlling pH. Integrating chemistry automation with
sanitization eliminates the need for an additional device on the
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pool pad and lowers installation costs. So now you get the
POOL WATER

OCEAN WATER

most consistent water quality possible, water that’s brilliant, soft

approximate teaspoons per gallon.

and silky smooth, for the best possible pool experience.

Aqua Rite

USE A MINIMAL AMOUNT OF SALT

TOTAL POOL CHEMISTRY®

A teaspoon of salt per gallon is all it takes. Salt won’t wear

Sense and Dispense®

out or evaporate; it’s used over and over again. Day-in and

ordinary salt. Its extremely safe electrolytic technology converts

What if your pool could self-adjust, automatically test its own

day-out, you have fresh, pure chlorine introduced evenly

a small amount of salt – approximately one teaspoon per

chemistry, balance and sanitize the water? What if it always

throughout your swimming pool and spa. Salt-chlorinated

gallon of pool water – into a virtually endless supply of fresh,

knew what the water needed and adjusted continuously,

water is perfect for plaster, pebble, vinyl and ﬁberglass pools

pure chlorine. This environmentally friendly and self-renewing

eliminating unhealthy highs and lows? — ensuring brilliant,

up to 40,000 gallons.*

process produces

balanced water all the time, automatically. You can get your

up to 1.45 pounds of chlorine a day, enough to keep the water

water in balance and keep it there with Sense and Dispense.

in a 40,000-gallon pool clean, clear and luxuriously soft.

This professional-grade ORP and pH Sense and Dispense

*For pools over 40,000 gallons, use additional units.

*For pools over 40,000 gallons, use additional units.

Aqua Rite provides complete pool and spa sanitization using

technology was previously only available for commercial pools.
Hayward offers an economical approach, with the same level
of accuracy, for residential in-ground pools.

SALT CHLORINATION FOR ABOVE-GROUND POOLS
Aqua Trol® Salt Chlorination

For more information on how Sense and Dispense works, visit
www.haywardnet.com for a Total Pool Chemistry brochure.
Sense and Dispense is an option for Aqua Rite Pro.

This is the affordable all-in-one salt-chlorine-generation solution
for above-ground pools. Aqua Trol includes the Salt Chlorination
Control unit, an 18,000-gallon Turbo Cell and plumbing kit.
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Hayward Industries, Inc. © 2010 Hayward Industries, Inc.
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